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2017 FEM APAC EMMAs winner of International Moving Company of the Year
announced!
Winner: Allied Pickfords, A SIRVA Company
Forum for Expatriate Management (FEM) APAC EMMAs
(Expatriate Management & Mobility Awards) 2017
On Thursday 7 September 2017, the winner of this year’s International Moving Company of the Year award was
announced at a glittering gala dinner at the Harbour Grand Hotel, Hong Kong.
The FEM EMMAs are the premier awards for the global mobility and International HR industry and on Thursday
night, following a highly successful one-day Summit, key figures, leaders and companies gathered to celebrate the
brightest and best in the APAC region.
Claire Tennant-Scull, Head of Content at FEM said:
“The FEM EMMAs really are the gold standard awards for the global mobility and international HR industry. They are
the only truly global, yet region-specific awards with the greatest breadth of categories for both corporate
professionals and service providers.”
“EMMAs entries are rigorously judged by a team of highly experienced, senior figures in the industry, who are drawn
from a range of disciplines across the APAC region. So these accolades mean a great deal. It’s so important to
receive recognition among your peers for innovation and hard work and it’s marvellous to see so much talent in the
Asia Pacific region, so I think the winners and all those on the shortlist should feel extremely proud.”
This, the 6th year of the FEM EMMAs, saw entries across 24 categories, including some which were new for 2017 and
the independent judging panel made up of industry experts remarked on the high standard of the entries.
Judged against a strict set of criteria, the competition for this award was fierce.
The judges commented on Allied Pickfords’ entry:
“Across all areas - this company has clearly differentiated themselves across the roster. The breadth of coverage and
scope of services offered truly supports diverse needs of clients.”
FEM is very grateful to the EMMAs sponsors: Equus, Fragomen, Oakwood and Sterling and to our esteemed panel of
judges for all their hard work and careful consideration of every entry.
Next year’s APAC EMMAs entries will open in April 2018 and we look forward to receiving your 2018 entries for the
Americas EMMAs taking place in San Diego on May 24, 2018 (http://americas.forum-expatmanagement.com/awards) and EMEA in London on November 8-9, 2018. (http://emea.forum-expatmanagement.com/awards)

(ENDS)

The Forum for Expatriate Management (FEM) is a real-world and online community for the global mobility and HR
industry. Our mission is to distil best practice across regions, industries and functions while providing valuable
networking opportunities for knowledge sharing and program support. Through our multi-platform of content and
events we encourage dialogue and enable mobility professionals to unite, learn and grow. FEM holds annual
Summits and EMMAs awards ceremonies in the Americas, APAC (Asia Pacific region) and EMEA (Europe, the Middle
East and Africa) as well as Conferences in Amsterdam, Australia and Houston. FEM also has a worldwide network of
more than 35 Chapters, including Bangalore, Brisbane, Hong Kong, Melbourne, Mumbai, Perth, Shanghai,
Singapore, Sri Lanka, Sydney and Tokyo.
See the FEM website: https://www.forum-expat-management.com/
For more information about the FEM APAC EMMAs: http://apac.forum-expat-management.com/awards
For more information about the FEM Chapter Meetings: https://www.forum-expat-management.com/rooms/
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Photographs of the evening, as well as photos of individual winners, can be found on the main APAC website http://apac.forum-expat-management.com/

